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◼ BSM working group formed @ 2021.4 Yangzhou WS

◼ Big updates presented

◼ @ 2021.11 CEPC WS (13 talks)

◼ @ 2022.5 CEPC WS (17 talks)

◼ @ 2022.8 HEP (4-5 Talks)

◼ @2022.10 CEPC WS (8 talks)

◼ BSM white paper is scheduled and going-on smoothly:

◼ Preliminary organizers: Liantao Wang, Bruce Mellado, Xuai Zhuang,

Jia Liu, Yu Gao, …

✓ More to be invited, volunteers are very welcome!

◼ Timeline (TBD): collect inputs and a very brief white paper draft ready

by end of 2022; First paper draft is ready by next Spring?

◼ BSM prospects at CEPC are included in CEPC snowmass white

paper: arXiv:2205.08553 2

Brief summary of BSM search @CEPC

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.08553
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Higgs factory

√s=240,365GeV
106 HZ events

105 WW->H events

SUSY
• Light EWKinos/sleptons

• Heavy selectrons

• Axinos

• SUSY global fits

• ……

Dark Matter & Dark Sector
• Lepton portal DM

• Asymmetric DM

• Dark Sector from exotic Z decay

• Dark Sector-photon interactions

• Millicharged DM, Vector portal

DM, DM with EFT interactions

• Mono-gamma

• Dark Fermion in light of

Electron Target Absorption

• ……

Global fits
• Global fit of SUSY

• SMEFT global fit

More exotics
• Heavy neutrinos

• Axion-like particles

• Electroweak phase

transition

• Identify CP-odd

component in Higgs

• ……

BSM Higgs

BSM @ flavor 
• Flavor violation

• Flavor anomalies

• ……

• More at Flavor white paper

Indirect searches from 

SM precision measurements 

（not included here）

CEPC

Long-lived particles
• At both CEPC and it’s

FAR detector

CEPC BSM Physics Program
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BSM Inputs & Status
◼ BSM Higgs (1709.06103; 1808.02037; 1912.01431; 2008.05492； 2011.04540)

◼ SUSY Searches
• Direct SUSY Searches (CPC46(2022)013106; 2101.12131; 2203.10580;2202.11011)

• Indirect search of SUSY (2010.09782)

◼ Dark Matter and Dark Sector searches
• Lepton portal DM (JHEP 06 (2021) 149 )

• Asymmetric DM (PRD 104(2021)055008 )

• Dark Sector from exotic Z decay (1712.07237), Dark Sector-photon interactions (2208.08142)

• DM (Millicharged DM, Vector portal DM, DM with EFT interactions): 1903.1211

• Mono-gamma (2205.05560) ,

• Dark Fermion in light of Electron Target Absorption (Kai Ma’s talk)

◼ Long-lived particles (1904.10661, 1911.06576, 2201.08960, Yulei Zhang’s Talk, Wei Su’s Talk, Cen

Mo’s Talk; )

◼ More exotics:
• Heavy neutrinos (2102.12826, 2201.05831);

• Axion-like particles (2103.05218, 2204.04702, 2210.09335, J. Phys. G )

• Electroweak phase transition (1911.10210,1911.10206,2011.04540, 2204.05085)

• Identify CP-odd component in Higgs (Changlong Xu’s talk)
• ……

◼ Global fits:
• Global fit of SUSY (2203.04828, 2203.07883)

• SMEFT global fit (2206.08326)

Please let me know if any contribution is missing!

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/17020/contributions/119244/attachments/64432/75340/talkDamate.pdf
https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/16509/session/2/contribution/53/material/slides/0.pdf
https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/16065/contributions/114745/attachments/62033/71534/高能物理年会-苏伟.pdf
https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/16065/contributions/114784/attachments/62158/71715/Long-Lived%20Particle%20Search%20with%20Lepton%20Colliders%20.pdf
https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/16065/contributions/114785/attachments/62134/71683/Prospects%20for%20detecting%20axion-like%20particles%20at%20future%20electron-positron%20colliders.pdf
https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/17020/contributions/119241/attachments/64320/75270/Identify%20CP-odd%20component.pdf
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Gaugino (left) & higgsino(right)BSM Higgs

Representative topologies 

of the Higgs exotic decays

◼ A large class of BSM physics (singlet extensions, two Higgs-

doublet-models (2HDM), SUSY models, Higgs portals, gauge

extensions of the SM, …) motivates these exotic decay

considerations.

arXiv:2205.08553 

The 95% C.L. 

upper limit on 

selected Higgs 

exotic decay BR

◼ Good sensitivity of exotic Higgs decay from CEPC

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.08553
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SUSY Searches at CEPC

◼ Mainly light EWKino and slepton for CEPC

◼ Lepton collider: discovery in all scenarios up to kinematic limit: √s/2

CEPC/FCCee(240) CEPC

~e,~m,~t
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SUSY Searches at CEPC

Higgsino search

CPC46(2022)013106

Bino NLSP

arXiv.2101.12131

Heavy selectron

arXiv: 2202.11011 

Slepton search

arXiv:2203.10580
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Dark Matter and Dark Sector searches
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DM search at CEPC

◼ Exposing Dark Sector via exotic Z-boson decay with Future Z-

Factories, Jia Liu, Lian-Tao Wang, Xiao-Ping Wang, Wei Xue,

1712.07237, PRD 97, 095044 (2018)

◼ Four models include: Higgs/Vector portal DM, inelastic dark matter

and axion like particles.

◼ Compared with HL-LHC, the reach for the BR of various exotic Z

decay modes at Z-factories is sensitive for many decay modes.

arXiv: 1712.07237

example

arXiv:2205.08553 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.08553
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Dark Matter/Dark Sector searches

◼ Exposing Dark Sector-photon

interactions at CEPC, Y. Zhang,

M. Song and L. Chen, arXiv:

2208.08142, Yu Zhang’s talk

◼ CEPC can probe low-mass light

dark states with

electromagnetic form factors

via mass-dimension 5 operators.

◼ Exposing Dark Fermion in light

of Electron Target Absorption

at CEPC, Shao-Feng Ge and

Kai Ma, Kai Ma’s talk

◼ All the effective four-fermion

couplings can be constrained

to be well above 1TeV scale

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/17020/contributions/119245/attachments/64443/75348/Dark%20sector-photon%20interactions%20at%20electron%20colliders.pdf
https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/17020/contributions/119244/attachments/64432/75340/talkDamate.pdf
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Long-lived particles (LLP)

Long lifetimes result from a few simple physical mechanisms:

• Small couplings (ex. RPV SUSY )

• Limited phase space: small mass splitting (ex. compressed SUSY, …)

• Heavy intermediate states

• ……
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LLP at Far Detector (FD)

◼ Physics with Far Detectors at Future Lepton Colliders, Zeren

Simon Wang, Kechen Wang, 1911.06576, PRD 101, 075046 (2020)

◼ Search for long-lived axions with far detectors at future lepton

colliders, Minglun Tian, Kechen Wang, Zeren Simon Wang,

2201.08960

◼ FD can extend and complement the sensitivity to the LLPs

compared with Near Detector

Light Scalars from 

Exotic Higgs Decays
Light Neutralinos 

from Z-boson Decays

1911.06576

2201.08960

Axion-like Particles

e−e+→ γ a, a → γγ



Axion-like particles (ALP)

◼ Searching for ALP at future electron-positron colliders, H. Y. Zhang, C.X. Yue,

Y.C. Guo, and S. Yang, 2103.05218, PRD104 (2021) 096008

→ CEPC is more sensitive to the ALPs couplings gaγγ with mass 2-8 GeV than LHC and CLIC.

◼ Searching for ALP via decay Z→aff¯ at future Z factories, 2204.04702

◼ Axion-like particle solution to muon g-2 and its test at Z-factory, Jia Liu’s talk

arXiv: 2103.05218

13

2204.04702

2-8 GeV 
5-70 GeV 

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/16509/session/5/contribution/64/material/slides/0.pdf


Axion-like particles (ALP)

◼ The ALP explanation to muon g-2 and its test at CEPC, J. Liu, X.L. Ma,

L.T. Wang, X.P. Wang, arXiv:2210.09335, Xiao-Ping Wang’s talk

◼ ALP can provide a g-2 solution with couplings Cμμ and Cγγ;

◼ Tera-Z and Higgs factories, can completely cover the relevant parameter
space through searches with final states (γγ)γ, (μ+μ−)γ and (μ+μ−)μ+μ−.

14

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/17020/contributions/119247/attachments/64445/75350/ALP-for-muon-g-2-at-CEPC-xiaopingwang.pdf


Heavy neutrino search

◼ Monojet Search for Heavy Neutrinos at Future Z-Factories, Y.F. Shen,

J.N. Ding, Q. Qin, arXiv: 2201.05831, Yin-Fa Shen’ talk

◼ The monojet method will be able to fill the gap and has better sensitivity

around the mass range between 5-15 GeV.

15

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/17020/contributions/119242/attachments/64553/75569/Monojet%20Search%20for%20Heavy%20Neutrino%20at%20Future%20%24Z%24-Factory.pdf
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EWPT at CEPC

◼ Electroweak Phase Transition in 2HDM under Higgs, Z-pole, and W

precision measurements, H. Song, W. Su, and M. Zhang,

arXiv:2204.05085, JHEP 10 (2022) 048 , H. Song’s talk

◼ Under current constraints, both Type-I and Type-II 2HDM can explain the

strong first order electroweak phase transition (SFOEWPT), Z-pole,

Higgs precision measurements and mW precision measurement of CDF-

II at same time.

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/17020/contributions/119243/attachments/64442/75347/SFOEWFT%26mW.pdf
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SUSY global fits with CEPC using GAMBIT

◼ Study of the impact of the Higgs and electroweak precision

measurements at the CEPC with GAMBIT global fits of the SUSY

models, such as CMSSM, NUHM1, NUHM2 and pMSSM-7, Yang

Zhang etc, arXiv: 2203.04828

◼ CEPC can further test the currently allowed parameter space of

these models, advance our understanding of the mass spectrum
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SMEFT global fit

◼ SMEFT global fit for 4-fermion and CPV operators at future colliders,

2206.08326, Yong Du’s talk

◼ The sensitivity to new physics from global fit is significantly enhanced

thanks to the high energy/ luminosity/beam polarization of future lepton

colliders

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/17020/contributions/119246/attachments/64396/75268/CEPC2022-4fCPV-YongDu.pdf
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Summary and Outlook

◼ CEPC has good discovery potential for NP at many

scenarios which are challenge for LHC

◼ BSM prospects study at CEPC is going on well,

many of the analyses are already public

◼ Plan to organize a workshop by end of this year to

collect inputs for CEPC BSM white paper

◼ Please let us know if you would like to contribute to

the BSM white paper !

Thanks for your attention!
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Backup
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Identify CP-odd component in Higgs 

◼ Use di—higgs production to identify CP-odd component in Higgs

boson, Changlong Xu’s talk

◼ Future electron-positron colliders are more powerful for exploring the

ZHH Di-Higgs production

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/17020/contributions/119241/attachments/64320/75270/Identify%20CP-odd%20component.pdf
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Chargino pair via 

on(off)-shell W decay

Signature: 

2 lepton + MET

Gaugino (left) & higgsino(right)Wino  & higgsino 

CEPC

ATLAS

wino ATLAS

higgsino

CEPC

CPC46(2022)013106

JR Yuan, XA Zhuang etc

Discovery in 

all scenarios 

up to 

kinematic 

limit: √s/2

◼ Prospects for chargino pair production at CEPC, Jia-Rong

Yuan, Hua-Jie Cheng, Xu-Ai Zhuang, arXiv:2105.06135.



Bino NLSP at CEPC

24

◼ Probing bino NLSP at lepton colliders with Gravitino DM,

Junmou Chen, Chengcheng Han, Jin Min Yang, Mengchao

Zhang, arXiv:2101.12131.

arXiv.2101.12131

Signature: 

2 photons + MET
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Gaugino (left) & higgsino(right)Slepton search

Signature: 

2 lepton + MET

CEPC

~e,~m,~t

First 360 GeV results,

Feng Lv’s talk

Including smuon offshell production

Pengxuan Zhu’s talk

arXiv:2203.10580

240 GeV results

◼ Prospects for slepton pair production at CEPC, Jia-Rong

Yuan, Hua-Jie Cheng, Xu-Ai Zhuang, arXiv: 2203.10580

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/16509/session/5/contribution/66/material/slides/1.pdf
https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/16509/session/5/contribution/65/material/slides/0.pdf
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Gaugino (left) & higgsino(right)Heavy selectron search

◼ Probing relatively heavier right-handed selectron in the

GmSUGRA, by Waqas Ahmed, Imtiaz Khan, Tianjun Li,

Shabbar Raza and Wenxing Zhang, arXiv: 2202.11011

◼ There two types of light neutralinos that achieve the correct

relic density by Z-resonance and h-resonance.

arXiv: 2202.11011 
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Gaugino (left) & higgsino(right)DM search at CEPC

◼ Searching for lepton portal dark matter with colliders and

interplay with the gravitational wave (GW) astronomy, Jia Liu,

Xiao-Ping Wang, KePan Xie, 2104.06421, JHEP 06 (2021) 149

◼ The phase transition GWs can also be a probe of the model.

arXiv: 2104.06421
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Gaugino (left) & higgsino(right)DM search at CEPC

arXiv: 2104.06988

◼ Searching for asymmetric Dark Matter (ADM) at CEPC,

Mengchao Zhang, 2104.06988, PRD 104, 055008 (2021)

◼ It is possible to generate dark quark pair through a t-channel

process, dark quark q’ will be a jet-like object in detector.

◼ The mass of  mediator can be excluded up to O(10) TeV, 

better than LHC

Signature: 

Lepton + jet + MET

Jet-like

Decay to 

leptons
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Gaugino (left) & higgsino(right)DM search at CEPC

◼ Probing DM particles at CEPC (Millicharged DM, Vector portal DM,

DM with EFT interactions): ZL, Yong-Heng Xu, Yu Zhang ,1903.1211

✓ CEPC can probe millicharged DM that is currently unexplored

✓ CEPC can probe the parameter space of vector-portal DM models and

EFT DM models that are unconstrained by DMDD

◼ Mono-γ Production of a Vector Dark Matter at CEPC, K Ma,

2205.05560

millicharged DM 
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Gaugino (left) & higgsino(right)LL Dark Hadrons

arXiv: 2110.10691

◼ A theory of Dark Pions, Hsin-Chia Cheng, Lingfeng Li, Ennio

Salvioni, 2110.10691, JHEP 01 (2022) 122, see Lingfeng’s talk

◼ The dark quarks couple to the SM via irrelevant Z- and Higgs-portal

operators. The dark pions, behave as either composite axion-like

particles (ALPs) mixing with Z or h

⚫ mπ < m η ’ : dimuon mode dominates

⚫ m π > m η ’ : PPP modes (mostly SM π+ 
π- π0 )

https://indico.ihep.ac.cn/event/16509/session/8/contribution/71/material/slides/0.pdf
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Gaugino (left) & higgsino(right)LLP at near Detector (ND)

arXiv: 1904.10661

◼ Long-lived light neutralinos at future Z−factories (RPV SUSY),

Zeren Simon Wang, Kechen Wang, 1904.10661, PRD 101, 115018

(2020)

◼ The model parameter λ′112/m2
f ̃ can be discovered down to as low

as ∼1.5×10−14 (3.9×10−14) GeV−2 at the FCC-ee (CEPC)
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appropriate amount of cold dark matter but cannot be excluded by cosmological constraints.

Here we want to study whether both regions where the LEP chargino limit is reduced can be

excluded by the experimental data on aµ.

As emphasized in ref. [11] the supersymmetric contribut ions to aµ coming from smuon-

neutralino and sneutrino-chargino loops are significant and the present experimental bound

already sets important constraints on the parameters, especially if tanβ is large. For tanβ 1,

the supersymmetric contribut ion is approximately given by

δaµ
α

8πsin2 θW

m2
µ

m̃2
tanβ 15× 10− 10 100 GeV

m̃

2

tanβ , (11)

where m̃ represents the typical mass scale of weakly-interact ing supersymmetric part icles. It

is evident from eq. (11) that, if tanβ 1, the experimental constraint on δaµ can set bounds

on the supersymmetric part icle masses which are compet it ive with the direct collider limits.

Indeed, the case tanβ mt / mb 1 has some special theoret ical appeal. First of all, it allows

theunificat ion of thebottom and tau Yukawa couplingsat thesame energy scale at which gauge

couplings unify, consistent ly with the predict ion of the minimal SU(5) GUT model. Also it

allows a dynamical explanat ion for the top-to-bot tom mass rat io, with approximately equal top

and bot tom Yukawa couplings at the GUT scale, consistent ly with the minimal SO(10) GUT

[19].

The supersymmetric contribut ion to aµ is

δaχ
0

µ =
mµ

16π2
mi

−
mµ

6m2
µ̃m

(1− xmi )
4 N L

mi N
L
mi + N R

mi N
R
mi

× 1− 6xmi + 3x2
mi + 2x3

mi − 6x2
mi ln xmi

−
mχ 0

i

m2
µ̃m

(1− xmi )3
N L

mi N
R
mi (1− x2

mi + 2xmi ln xmi ) (12)

δaχ
+

µ =
mµ

16π2
k

mµ

3m2
ν̃ (1− xk)

4 CL
k CL

k + CR
k CR

k

× 1 + 1.5xk + 0.5x3
k − 3x2

k + 3xk ln xk

−
3mχ ±

k

m2
ν̃ (1− xk )

3 CL
k CR

k 1−
4xk

3
+

x2
k

3
+

2

3
ln xk (13)

where xmi = m2
χ 0

i
/ m2

µ̃m
, xk = m2

χ ±
k

/ m2
ν̃ ,

N L
mi = −

mµ

v1

UN
3i U

µ̃
L m +

√
2g1UN

1i U
µ̃
Rm

N R
mi = −

mµ

v1

UN
3i U

µ̃
Rm −

g2
√

2
UN

2i U
µ̃
L m −

g1
√

2
UN

1i U
µ̃
L m

CL
k =

mµ

v1

Uk2

CR
k = − g2Vk1 (14)

3

– 5–

where the errors are due to the elect roweak, lowest-order

hadronic, and higher-order hadronic contribut ions, respect ively.

The difference between experiment and theory

∆ aµ = aexp
µ − aSM

µ = 255(63)(49) × 10− 11 , (15)
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Figure 2: Compilat ion of recent ly published

results for aµ (in units of 10− 11), subtracted
by the central value of the experimental aver-
age (3). The shaded band indicates the exper-
imental error. The SM predict ions are taken

from: HMNT [18], JN [4], Davier et al.,
09/ 1 [17], and Davier et al., 09/ 2 [15]. Note

that the quoted errors do not include the un-
certainty on the subtracted experimental value.
To obtain for each theory calculat ion a result

equivalent to Eq. (15), the errors from theory
and experiment must be added in quadrature.

(with all errors combined in quadrature) represents an inter-

est ing but not yet conclusive discrepancy of 3.2 t imes the

est imated 1σ error. All the recent est imates for the hadronic

contribut ion compiled in Fig. 2 exhibit similar discrepancies.

Switching to τ data reduces the discrepancy to 1.9σ, assuming

July 30, 2010 14:34

Muon Anomalous Magnetic Moment

Present status:  Discrepancy between Theory and 

Experiment  at more than  three Standard Deviation level

New Physics at the Weak scale can fix this 

discrepancy.  Relevant example : Supersymmetry

Masses of the order of the weak scale lead to a natural 
explanation of the observed anomaly !

7

QCD, excellent agreement between data and theory is
found [18].

A full compilat ion of all cont ribut ions to ahad ,L O
µ is

given in Table I I of Ref. [18].

M uon magnet i c anomaly. Adding all lowest-
order hadronic contribut ions together yields the est imate
(this and all following numbers in this and the next para-
graph are in units of 10− 10) [18]

ahad ,L O
µ = 692.3± 1.4 ± 3.1± 2.4± 0.2 ± 0.3 , (12)

where the first error is stat ist ical, the second channel-
specific systemat ic, the third common systemat ic, corre-
lated between at least two exclusive channels, and the
fourth and fifth errors stand for the narrow resonance
and QCD uncertaint ies, respect ively. The total error
of 4.2 is dominated by experimental systemat ic uncer-
taint ies. The new result is − 3.2 · 10− 10 below the pre-
vious one [26]. This shift is composed of − 0.7 from
the inclusion of the new, large photon angle data from
KLOE, + 0.4 from the use of preliminary BABAR data
in the e+ e− ⇥ ⇥+ ⇥− 2⇥0 mode, − 2.4 from the new high-
mult iplicity exclusive channels, the re-est imate of the un-
known channels, and the new resonance treatment , − 0.5
from mainly the four-loop term in the QCD predict ion of
the hadronic cross sect ion that contributes with a nega-
t ive sign, as well as smaller other differences. The total
error on ahad ,L O

µ is slight ly larger than that of Ref. [26]
owing to a more conservat ive evaluat ion of the inter-
channel correlat ions.

Adding to the result (12) thecontribut ions from higher
order hadronic loops, − 9.79 ± 0.09 [44], computed using
a similar dispersion relat ion approach, hadronic light -by-
light scat tering (LBLS), 10.5 ± 2.6 [46], est imated from
theoret ical model calculat ions (cf. remark in Footnote5),
as well as QED (7), and elect roweak effects (10), one
obtains the full SM predict ion

aSM
µ = 11659180.2± 4.2± 2.6 ± 0.2 (4.9t ot ) , (13)

where theerrorshavebeen split into lowest and higher or-
der hadronic, and other contribut ions, respect ively. The
result (13) deviates from the experimental average (4) by
28.7± 8.0 (3.6⇤).5

A compilat ion of recent SM predict ions for aµ com-
pared with the experimental result is given in Fig. 7.

U pdate of τ -based g− 2 result . Since themajority
of the analysis in the aµ analysis also affects the ⌅ -based
result from Ref. [22], a reevaluat ion of the correspond-
ing ⌅ -based hadronic contribut ion has been performed
in Ref. [18]. In the ⌅ -based analysis [47], the ⇥+ ⇥−

5 Using alternat ively 11.6± 4.0 [14] for the light -by-light scat tering

cont ribut ion, increases the error in the SM predict ion (13) to 5.8,

and reduces the discrepancy with experiment to 3.2⇤.
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FIG. 7: Compilat ion of recent results for aSM
µ (in units of

10− 11 ), subt racted by the cent ral value of the experimental

average (4). The shaded vert ical band indicates the exper-

imental error. The SM predict ions are taken from: DHMZ
10 [18], HLMNT (unpublished) [43] (e+ e− based, including

BABAR and KLOE 2010 π+ π− data), Davier et al. 09/ 1 [22]

(⇥-based), Davier et al. 09/ 1 [22] (e+ e− -based, not including

BABAR π+ π− data), Davier et al. 09/ 2 [26] (e+ e− -based in-

cluding BABAR π+ π− data), HMNT 07 [44] and JN 09 [45]
(not including BABAR π+ π− data).

cross sect ion is ent irely replaced by the average, isospin-
t ransformed, and isospin-breaking corrected ⌅ ⇥ ⇥− ⇥0ντ
spectral funct ion,6 while the four-pion cross sect ions, ob-
tained from linear combinat ions of the ⌅ − ⇥ ⇥− 3⇥0ντ
and ⌅ − ⇥ 2⇥− ⇥+ ⇥0ντ spect ral funct ions, are only eval-
uated up to 1.5 GeV with the ⌅ data. Due to the lack
of stat ist ical precision, the spectrum is completed with
the use of e+ e− data between 1.5 and 1.8 GeV. All the
other channels are taken from e+ e− data. The complete
lowest -order ⌅ -based result reads [18]

ahad ,L O
µ [⌅ ] = 701.5± 3.5 ± 1.9± 2.4± 0.2 ± 0.3 , (14)

where the first error is ⌅ experimental, the second est i-
mates theuncertainty in the isospin-breaking correct ions,
the third is e+ e− experimental, and the fourth and fifth
stand for the narrow resonance and QCD uncertaint ies,
respect ively. The ⌅ -based hadronic contribut ion differs
by 9.1 ± 5.0 (1.8⇤) from the e+ e− -based one, and the
full ⌅ -based SM predict ion aSM

µ [⌅ ] = 11659189.4 ± 5.4
differsby 19.5± 8.3 (2.4⇤) from theexperimental average.
This ⌅ -based result is also included in the compilat ion of
Fig. 7.

6 Using published ⌅ → ⇥− ⇥0ντ spect ral funct ion data from

ALEPH [48], Belle [49], CLEO [50] and OPAL [51], and using

the world average branching fract ion [36] (2009 PDG edit ion).
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3.6σ Discrepancy

Here m̃ represents the weakly interact ing supersymmetric part icle masses.

For tan β ' 10 (50), values of m̃ ' 230 (510) GeV would be preferred.
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Finally, Eq. (3.12) shows a st rong dependence of the SI cross sect ion with the value of |µ|,

a behavior that is related to its dependence on the square of the Higgsino components.

The spin dependent (SD) cross sect ion, instead, depends only on the coupling to the

Z [60, 61], and hence to the di↵ erence of the squares of the up and down Higgsino compo-

nents. From the expression given in Eq. (3.6), one can see that

σSD /
m4

Z

µ4
cos2(2β) , (3.14)

where we have again assumed that µ2 m2
eχ0

1
. Hence, in the large tan β regime and

for |µ| sufficient ly large, the SD cross sect ion is suppressed by four powers of µ, without

any other st rong parametric suppression. This behavior should be cont rasted with the SI

cross sect ion which, in spite of its overall suppression by only two powers of µ, may be

further suppressed due to a reduct ion of the neut ralino coupling to the 125 GeV Higgs

boson together with interference e↵ ects. As we will show, for negat ive values of µ, and

|µ| sufficient ly large to avoid the SD cross sect ion limits, the SI cross sect ion tends to be

below the current experimental bounds on this quant ity. However, it can come closer to

the current limits depending on the precise value of tan β and mH .

4 A nomalous M agnet ic M oment of t he M uon

The anomalous magnet ic moment of the muon is a very relevant quant ity since it may be

measured with great precision and is sensit ive to physics at the weak scale. The theoret ical

predict ion within the SM may be divided in four main parts

aµ = aQED
µ + aEW

µ + ahad
µ (vac. pol.) + ahad

µ (γ ⇥ γ) , (4.1)

where aµ ⌘ (gµ − 2)/ 2. The first term a
QED
µ represents the pure elect romagnet ic cont ri-

but ion, and is known with great accuracy, up to five loop order [62]. The second term

denotes the elect roweak cont ribut ions, which are known at the two-loop level, and are

about (153.6± 1.)⇥ 10− 11 [63]. The hadronic cont ribut ions contain the largest uncertainty

in the determinat ion of aµ . While the vacuum polarizat ion cont ribut ions can be ext racted

from the scat tering process of e+ e− to hadrons and are of order of (7⇥ 10− 8 [64–66]), the

so-called light by light cont ribut ions ahad
µ (γ ⇥ γ) cannot be related to any observable and

have to be est imated theoret ically. These are est imated to be about 105⇥ 10− 11 [67] and

hence of the order of the elect roweak cont ribut ions.

Overall, the theoret ical calculat ion of aµ in the SM [68] di↵ ers from the result measured

experimentally at the Brookhaven E821 experiment [69] by

δaµ = aexp
µ − at heory

µ = 268(63)(43) ⇥ 10− 11 , (4.2)

where the errors are associated with the experimental and theoret ical uncertaint ies, respec-

t ively. The discrepancy, of order 3.5σ, is of similar size as the elect roweak cont ribut ions

and hence can be potent ially explained by new physics at the weak scale. The E821 exper-

imental result will be tested by the upcoming Muon g − 2 Experiment at Fermilab [70].

– 9 –

In the supersymmetric case the most relevant cont ribut ions are associated with the

interchange of charginos and the superpartners of the neutral second generat ion leptons

(sneut rinos) [71–78]. Assuming that there are no large mass hierarchies in the supersym-

metric elect roweak sector, one can write, approximately,

δaµ '
↵

8⇡ s2
W

m2
µ

em2
Sgn(µM 2) tan β ' 130⇥ 10− 11

✓
100 GeV

em

◆ 2

Sgn(µM 2) tan β , (4.3)

where ↵ is the elect romagnet ic fine st ructure constant , and em is the characterist ic mass of

the weakly interact ing spart icles. This implies that for tanβ of order 10 (20), the overall

weakly interact ing spart icle mass scale must be of order 250 GeV (350 GeV) in order to

explain the current discrepancy between theory and experiment .

In our work, we shall consider chargino and slepton masses that are quite di↵ erent from

each other and hence, it is relevant to provide an analyt ical understanding of the behavior

of aµ in that parameter regime. In the relevant approximat ion where |µ| >
⇠ 2|M 2| >

⇠ 4M W

and m2
e⌫

>
⇠ µ2, one gets,

δaµ ' −
3↵

4⇡ s2
W

m2
µ

m2
e⌫

M 2µ tanβ

µ2 − M 2
2

⇢

[f 1(x1) − f 1(x2)] +
1

6
[f 2(x1) − f 2(x2)] , (4.4)

where thefirst term inside the curly brackets corresponds to the chargino contribut ions, the

second term to the neutralino cont ribut ions, x1 = M 2
2 / m2

e⌫ and x2 = µ2/ m2
e⌫. In addit ion,

f 1(x) =
1 − 4x/ 3 + x2/ 3 + 2log(x)/ 3

(1− x)4
, (4.5)

and

f 2(x) =
1 − x2 + 2x log(x)

(1− x)3
. (4.6)

In the above we have ignored the small hypercharge induced cont ribut ions. It is important

to note that for x ⌧ 1, f 1(x) is negat ive and increases logarithmically in magnitude,

f 1(x) ' 1+ 8x/ 3+ 2(1+ 4x) log(x)/ 3, whilef 2(x) tends to one, namely f 2(x) ! 1+ 2x(3/ 2+

log(x)). On the other hand, in the limit of x ! 1, f 1(x) ! −2/ 9 and f 2(x) ! 1/ 3. In

general, as st ressed above, the lightest chargino cont ribut ion is dominant , but the heavier

chargino and the neut ralino cont ribut ions have the opposite sign to the lighter chargino

one, providing a significant reduct ion of the anomalous magnet ic moment with respect to

the one obtained considering only the lightest chargino cont ribut ion. We also note that

Eq. (4.4) is symmetric under the interchange of µ and M 2, and is indeed valid also in the

region in which the second lightest neutralino is Higgsino like, |M 2| >
⇠ 2|µ| >

⇠ 4M W , and

me⌫
>
⇠ |M 2|.

Let us st ress that while the reduct ion of the SI cross sect ion is obtained for negat ive

value of µ⇥M 1, the explanat ion of the anomalous magnet ic moment of the muon demands

posit ive values of µ ⇥ M 2. Hence, a simultaneous explanat ion of the absence of DM direct

detect ion signals and of the measured value of aµ may be naturally obtained for opposite

values of the hypercharge and weak gaugino masses, namely M 2 ⇥ M 1 < 0.
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/687651/contributions/3400865/attachme

nts/1850992/3038683/Wagner-LHCP2019.pdf
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